ADDENDUM to the DRAFT MINUTES

Subject: 2588th meeting of the Council of the European Union (JUSTICE and HOME AFFAIRS), held in Luxembourg on 8 June 2004

---

1 The information from the Council minutes which is contained in this addendum is not confidential and may therefore be released to the public.
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Agenda items released to the public concerning the final adoption of Council acts

"B" item: (Agenda: 10118/04 OJ/CONS 34 JAI 194)

When finally adopting the "B" items relating to legislative acts, the Council agreed to enter the following in these minutes:

**Item 11. Council Decision establishing the Visa Information System (VIS)**
9559/04 VISA 92 COMIX 341
  + REV 1 (en)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (en)

The Council adopted the above Decision. (Legal basis: Article 66 of the Treaty establishing the European Community).